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• Dedication •

To the friends I’ve found, the lovers I’ve lost, 
and the companions I’ve made

If life should take everything from me, I have 
six shoulders and two wings to lean on

❦
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Whether you have finally out-
grown  your first mask, recieved 

irreparable damage to an
inherited mask, or simply need 

something new, this book will help.
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   What Mask is for You?

•Standard Designs•



• Notable designs and features •
   The following are common 

designs for career oriented masks
(in order of appearance) 

Non-specific - 
Odd jobs, Day laborer

 Beautician -
Elixir Salesman, Pharmacist

 Guard - 
City Officials, Watchmen

Miner - 
Prospector, Jem Hunter

Chirugreon -
Surgeon, Reconstructor

 Poet -
Educator, Entertainer, Bard

Tracker -
Reconnaisance, Bounty-hunter

Vanguard -
Sworn protector, Warrior
Captain and Midshipman -
Airship Crewmembers, Traders

Assorted Hunter -
Hunter, Taxedirmist 

Grave Keep -
Mortician, Grief counselor



Non-specific

Beautician

- Most Decoration 
Room

- Lacks Features

-Simple

 - Makeup Canvas

  - Statuesque

- Clean



Miner

Guard

- Hard Stone

-  Protective

- Unique Shape

 - Metal Helmet

- Mouth Guard

  - Good View



Chirurgeon

Poet

- Customizable

-  Protective

- Unobstructed
Speech

 - Lightweight

- Sterile

- Covering



Tracker

Vanguard

- Nostril hole

- Glass Visor

 

- Tough

- Prideful

- Intimidating



Midshipman

Captain

- Safe

- Wind Guard

- Rust Proof

 - Eye Guards

- Ornate

  - Wind Resistant



Beast Hunter

Lake Hunter

- Protective

-  Breathable

- Unique

 - Awe Inspiring

  - Scary

- Unique



Elk Hunter

Air Hunter

- Illusive
Appearance

- Unique

 - Sterile

  - Light

- Aerodynamic



Grave Keep

- Macabre

- Unique

The Functionality
Consider your passions, what it 
is that you intend to pursue, and 
the practicality of each. 

The demands of your work should 
effect (but not determine)your  
 final decision.



With a better understanding of 
what your new mask will look like, 
the following will detail acessible 
materials to work with, and where 

to find them.
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 What makes a Mask?

•Workable Materials•



• Mask making materials •
 - Wood - Silver
 - Clay - Gold
 - Stone - Gems
 - Metals - Bone
 - Cloth - ETC.

 To spare yourself the costs of 
importing one or all of the mate-
rials you need, it's important to 
know the home of said resources.

The Forest of Lyko-
Produces the most lumber of any 
civilization in Veile 

Additionally, many beasts and 
elk reside within the woods, Ample 
means of procuring  Bone

Sydor Fortress-
The mountainous city's quarry is 
perfect  for Clay/Stone deposits



Orethe-
Home of the smithing guild, best 
place to find any raw metals

The Markets of Teyloy-
Where fine Gemstones are  bought 
and sold in abundance

Kylix Villas-
Best place to find cloth from 
various civilizations and cultures

(See MASK INTERIORS for more)

The Glass Citadel-
Houses salesmen of any and all 
materials you may need, but may 
come at a high price.

DISCLAIMER
Do not harvest the bones from 
sentient beings, dead or alive. 
Don't rob any graves, and PLEASE 
dont kill anyone for their bones.



Mask Interiors
Nothing ruins your day quite like 
a splinter in your cheek or a sore 
nose, it's important to consider 
the part of the mask that your 
face will be the most intimate 
with throughout the years. 

The inside.

Any form of breathable fabric can 
turn a course mask interior into 
a second thought. I Suggest :

- Pyre Wool
- Kylixian silk and Cotton

- Heavy Felt
- Teryxian Down

Additional interior carving may 
alleviate pinching and general 
discomfort the weight of the mask 
may produce. In the following 
chapter, you'll learn what to ask 
for to ensure style And comfort.



The mask is yours, but consider the 
possibility that it may be inherited, 
and should represent your proud 

lineage and social standing. Time 
to get the paint.
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  Who's Mask is it?

•Familial Markings•



Stripes

- Denotes activity
- Fast thinking
 - Driven

Vibrant Colors

- Demands attention
  - Intimidating

Split

      -Multitasking 
                               -Specialized 

-Two families

Clean Eyes

-Highly Observant
        -Detail Oriented 



Bright Colors

-Bold Disposition
       -Outspoken 

Eye Shadow

-Quick Thinking
   -Dangerous 
        -Alluring 

Deep Colors

 - Thoughtful
  - Wise
- Calm

Mouth

- Expressive
 - Conversive



Eye Brows

-Sympathetic 
    -Curious  

Mouth Glyphs

   -Eloquent 
-Influential Speaker

Pastel Colors

 - Kindhearted
- Organized

Full Glyphs

- Philisophical
 - Highly-Educated



Natural Color

- Survivalist
 - Adept
- Subdued

Iconography

  - Occult
 - Enlightened

Eye Glyphs

       -Distracted  
      - Seeks Secrets 

Half Empty

         -Decisive 
   -Unsatisfied 
        - Complex 



Solid Color

- Family Founder
- Old Fashioned
 - Quiet

Patternless

  - Simple
 - Driven

The Markings

With the paint dried and pat-
terns decided, your mask is ready 
to be carved and personalized 
further.

You don't need my guidance to 
carve cool shapes into your mask.

Just stay safe!



        
pilogue

  Now what do I do?
•Maintainence / Care•

There would be little purpose in 
you reading all of this without 

giving you the means of making 
your new mask last.



No matter the material of your 
mask, maintaining a sanitary 
interior is tantamout, especially 
in more strenuous lines of work.

Soaking in Purified Water:
Let the cloth interior of the mask 
soak in boiled/treated/perfumed 
waters for at least an hour. This 
will remove any odors incurred by 
physical labor.

Hand dry, and let sit overnight.

Sanitizing with Alchohol:
A convienient method, if not the 
most effective. Any non-flavored 
alchohol will work wonders to  
remove stains and any other con-
taminents on a mask, but you'll 
smell like a drunkard.

Maybe this should be a last resort.



Replacing Interior:
Should the interior be grievously 
contaminated, refurbishing may 
be advised. Any tailor can replace 
a cloth lining, but materials such 
as wood or metal may need some 
form of coating.

I find the former more affordable.

Splinters :
When wooden masks begin to split 
or crack, splintery protrusions 
may form. If this aesthetic is not 
desired, sanding away at the 
affected area will do the trick.

Cracks on Bone :
If the surface of a bone mask is 
splitting and cracking, consider 
an adhesive coating on the area, 
then apply pressure until dry.

It can't heal on it's own anymore.



Rusted Metal :
Chemical treatment may be re-
quired to remove rust from the 
surface, chemicals which any 
apothecary can provide.

Stone Deterioration :
When the stone eventually 
crumbles, a healthy reapplication 
of more clay and rock will make it 
look good as new.

Cracked Glass :
If the visor of your mask gets 
cracked, adhesives should mend 
this, but a glass-blower should be 
sought out.

Exorcism : 
If you believe your mask may be 
possessing a curse, or host to a
demonic force, Just burn it.



Taboos
The Etiquette of a mask wearing society

 I. Wearing a mask atop one's  
   head, except when dining

 II. Sleeping with company,  
  without  a mask

 III. Kissing a mask

 IV. Using a mask as a blunt  
     instrument in battle

 V. Concealing weapons or   
  goods behind one's mask

 VI. Repurposing masks for   
   decoration or otherwise

 VII. Buying or selling a   
   previously owned mask



Examples
The following pages will show 

some masks I have designed that 
best represent their variety, utility, 

and personality.



The Mask of Airship Captain   
   Valen-Tielluca

 - Wood carved

 - Skull replica

 - Made from ship planks

 - Space made for hat

 - Purple Split pattern

 - Face insulation

As imposing a mask as the man 
who commissioned it, this face 
symbolizes a highly decorated 
career, a wise leader, and a 
fearsom enemy to pirates.



Pictured below :

Typical Cosmetician's mask,
 Carved from marble and stained



The Mask of Cosmetician   
   Yisla of Kylix

 - Marble Sculpture

 - Cosmetician's mask

 - Replica of the Muse

 - Sanitary

 - Clear Eye pattern

 - Smooth Interior

 - Confident colors

The idealistic beauty captured 
in their new face inspires thier 
client's confidence and ensures 
they know where to look for fine 
cosmetics and treatments.



Pictured below :

Redecorated Vanguard's Helm
Horns of the Family Pet
Poet's configuration



The Mask of Warrior Poet  
   Owca of Sydor

 - Smelted Iron

 - Beast's horns

 - Eye glyphs

 - Protective

 - Unobstructed speech

 - Altered Heirloom

The helmet of a warrior, 
containing the mind of a poet, 
constantly adrift in thought, 
but protected by the battle 
hardened spirits from whom 
she inhereted the helmet.



Pictured below :

Hybrid mask - My own 
Chirurgeon shape
Repositionable mouth guard



The Mask of Jeweler Chirurgeon 
         Mira of  Kylix (me)

 - Blackened wood

 - Surgeon's disk

 - Glass visor

 - Hair net

 - Sanitation seal

 - Mouth glyphs

I may seem a bit biased,
but this mask has been, and 
continues to be my greatest
accomplishment, It makes me 
feel proud of my work, getting 
to wear it every day.






